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The Changing Territories of the Film Industry
From the mid 1980s, the environment of the Korean cinema began
to go through a complete change. The government, pushed by general trends towards free trade, paved the way for the liberalization of
foreign film import with the fifth revision of the Motion Picture Law
in 1984. Furthermore, with the sixth revision in 1986, direct distribution was permitted for foreign film companies. Both revisions of the
Motion Picture Law were designed to stall trade pressure from the
United States. This meant that government policy had changed its
direction from absolute control to noninterference.
The effects of liberalized foreign film importation and direct distribution were enormous. After production was liberalized in 1987, the
number of Korean films produced increased steadily to 121 films in
1991. However, in 1993, it suddenly fell to 64 films. The signs of
crisis were more visible in the market share rate. Korean cinema’s
share of the domestic box-office in the early 1980s reached around
40 per cent, but in 1993 it dropped to 15.9 per cent. On the other
hand, the number of imported foreign films was only 27 in 1985 but
increased to 347 films in 1993, which took 84.1 per cent of the market. At the same time, the pre-modern film distribution system started to undergo a major change. Since the period of Japanese rule, the
budgets for film production had come from the exhibition and distribution sector. This reliance on box-office income strengthened the
system of dividing the country outside Seoul into exclusive distribution and exhibition territories. Under such circumstances, the Korean film industry had to fight even harder against the effects of the
liberalization of foreign film importation. In particular, the regionally divided distribution system made the accumulation of production budgets difficult. Since individual film companies had little control over the market and the film industry lacked internal integration,
an abnormal structure was established where the production-distribution-box office performance-production cycle could not reproduce
capital on a large scale and the interest generated from each stage
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evaporated.
When large conglomerates (chaebols) invested in the film industry its
topography changed fundamentally. From around the time of the
1988 Seoul Olympics, the video cassette recorder (VCR) became an
everyday item in Korean homes. These were produced by chaebols
like Samsung and Daewoo. Therefore, chaebol investment started to
fund the film industry to ensure film production, which was essential
for video software. Furthermore, the chaebols attempted to expand
the market by adopting the theater-video-cable television order of
distribution and exhibition. As the market grew, increased investment improved quality and revitalized the Chungmuro mainstream
film industry, which had been about to run out of funds. In particular, when the acquisition costs for video rights skyrocketed, chaebols
changed their strategy to mostly invest in distribution and production, as opposed to the previous approach of acquiring video rights
to secure video contents.
The chaebols started to concentrate mostly on establishing distribution networks. This transformed the existing distribution network,
which was divided into the Chungmuro network and US major companies network. Triggered mostly by Samsung and Daewoo, this
change involved establishing theaters in major cities like Seoul and
Busan under direct chaebol management as well as the leasing of other theater facilities.

The Change of Generations and the Korean New Wave
Along with the rest of the arts, the Korean film industry was going
through a turbulent time in the late 1980s. Following the statement
about present conditions signed by 96 filmmakers in 1987 and the
struggle for the Film Promotion Law and against direct distribution of
US films in 1988, a film industry reform movement grew. This movement was a great turning point in the mood of the Korean film industry, which had been defeatist throughout the Yushin regime between
1972 and 1979. This demonstrated that the belief in reform that had
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continued from the Gwangju Democratic Uprising of 1980 to the
People’s Struggle of June 1987 was also present in the film industry in the spirit of the 1980s. As a force with its origins outside the
film industry itself, it indicated that many young people who had
formed an alternative camp outside Chungmuro were now flowing
into Chungmuro, where they were making their presence felt. Most
had participated in the university cinema movement, and they tried
to make the cinema movement apparent within the industry by consciously avoiding the attitude of art for art’s sake and by deeply getting involved in society.
Among the traditional Chungmuro directors, only Im Kwon-taek held
on to his leading position. Directors like Park Kwang-su, Jang Sunwoo, and Chung Ji-young, who had created a small “Korean New
Wave” outside Korea, had become Chungmuro’s new major directors. However, the new young directors of the 1990s were different
from the Korean New Wave directors. The Korean New Wave spoke
out critically about contradictions within Korean society following
dictatorship and division of the country. Compared to their predecessors, they showed greater awareness of film form. But new directors
recognized after the 1990s concentrated more on small stories in real
life settings or on genre. Lee Myung-se was a leader of this new generation, and he joined both of these trends.
Chaebol investment in the film industry transformed labor conditions.
In the established Chungmuro film industry, film production deals
were mostly made individually between the film company presidents
and film directors. However, the acquisition managers of the chaebols
preferred young film producers who understood young audiences
over the presidents of Chungmuro film companies. Film companies
were established outside Chungmuro with chaebol investment, and a
series of commercially successful films was planned. During this time,
the representative new mainstream producers were Shin Chul of
Shincine Communications, Yoo In-taek of Kihweck Shidae, Inc., and
Ahn Dong-kyu of Ahn’s World Production. After making Mister Mama
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(1992) with Shincine, Kang Woo-suk established his own production company and made the phenomenal hit film Two Cops (1993).
New comedy forms made these films hugely successful with the public. This genre had been absent from the mainstream of the Korean
film industry for a long time. As Park Kwang-su, Jang Sun-woo, and
Chung Ji-young confronted real life, younger directors took pains to
prove themselves through genre experimentation.
Appearing as an interviewee in Jang Sun-woo’s 1995 documentary
Cinema on the Road: A Personal Essay on Cinema in Korea, Kim Hongjoon, the director of Rosy Life (1994), commented, “At a time when
the traditional film industry has totally collapsed, it might be difficult
to make any more films like Mandala (Im Kwon-taek, 1981). The idea
of such a transformation worries me.” When the film industry centered on the creators of film projects, worrying that old traditions and
auteur films would disappear was justifiable. However, at least in the
film industry during that time, the auteur directors were still actively
at work.

The Development of Alternative and Independent Films
In 1988, Oh, Dream Nation, a film made by a creative group of independent filmmakers called Jangsangotmae, made a huge impact on
the Korean cinema world, which did not clearly distinguish between
mainstream and non-mainstream at the time. Depicting the pains of
young people who witnessed the Gwangju Massacre, the film came
as a shock to many people because it actually realized the production of an alternative cinema. So far, such a thing had been considered university movement theory only. Building on the success of
Oh, Dream Nation, Jangsangotmae created great social concern with
Night before the Strike (1990), which vividly depicted working people’s struggle against capitalism. This film attracted many audience
members through the alternative distribution network, which had
expanded since Oh, Dream Nation. It was projected on temporary
screens in universities and workplaces. There were efforts to ban its
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screening and, in some cases, police helicopters even flew onto university campuses.
In addition, Kim Dong-won’s Sanggye-dong Olympic (1988) was a
magnificent achievement that showed alternative possibilities of
the video medium. The film itself was a record of events related to
the struggle against demolition in the Sanggye-dong area in Seoul,
which was the flip side of the coin behind the successful opening of
the 1988 Olympics. At first, Kim Dong-won followed an older university student into the neighborhood to volunteer, but as time went by
he filmed the people and more or less moved into the neighborhood.
He did not just record the struggles of the poor. Because he was not
afraid of being one of the urban poor, he reached a special position
in which creation and life became one. This film also proved that
there is much potential in video, with its great mobility, as a medium to portray the lives of neglected people. Along with the medium’s characteristic of being able to be copied without limit, it had
great popularity in the university and labor scene. This documentary also played a decisive role in the prosperity of documentaries produced by organizations such as Labor News Production Group. (Kim
Young-jin)
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